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Abstract—Interactive Genetic Algorithm (iGA) is one of evo-
lutionary computations in which the design candidates are
evaluated by human. Using iGA, the sensibility and subjective
feelings of humans can be optimized by learning the user’s
evaluation of presented individuals. In this research, iGA was
applied to product recommendation on shopping sites. One of
the most difficult points to be addressed in construction of a
product recommendation system is to taking a long time to
extract and assign values to design variables from all of the actual
products on the site. It is also difficult to define product design
variables appropriately. To address these problems, we propose
a method to generate design variables automatically based on
a lot of users’ preference data on the Web. We constructed
the design variables using the relevance of products obtained
by Collaborative Filtering and discussed them. Through the
simulation experiments, the effectiveness of the proposed method
is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, online shopping sites have been attracting more

users than conventional physical stores. Online shopping sites

can provide vendors with increased sales opportunities and

present tremendous choices for consumers. Many of these

shopping sites, such as Amazon1, adopt product recommen-

dation schemes, such as Collaborative Filtering [1], [2] and

support vector machine (SVM) [3], to lead users to products

purchased by other users with similar preferences and encour-

age their purchase. Product recommendation is a technique

that can present products that may be bought by users. In this

technique, information based on a user’s preference is utilized.

Here, we consider the application of interactive Genetic

Algorithms (iGAs) [4] for product recommendation. The iGA

is an optimization method in which users evaluate the solutions

instead of a fitness function in a Genetic Algorithms (GA) [5].

It has been confirmed that iGA can present products that suit

each user’s preferences.

Here, we discuss a basic requirement for application of

iGA to product recommendation. Many problems must be

addressed for practical use of iGAs. One of these is how to

design products. In iGA, the colors, patterns, shapes, materials,

etc. of products are defined as the design variables that

constitute the chromosome. However, as these components

of products vary considerably, it is difficult to determine the

1http://amazon.com/

structure of the chromosome common to all products. More-

over, the measurement and input of characteristics of products

such as color, pattern, etc. are associated with significant costs

to the vendor.

Based on this background, we proposed a technique for

constructing the design variable space of products automat-

ically based on users’ preference data on the Web. On the

web, a lot of users’ personal information and history log are

accumulated, and provided as collective knowledge [6]. We

think that the average taste information can be extracted from

these collective knowledge and others. We define this infor-

mation as collective preference. In this paper, we treated the

recommendation relation on the Web as collective preference.

II. INTERACTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM

A. Applying interactive GA to product recommendation

The iGA is an algorithm derived from GA. The evaluation

operation in GA is replaced with the user’s subjectivity. The

iGA searches for an optimal solution using the user’s subjec-

tive evaluation. Therefore, it can analyze a complex structure

of human sensibility, and this approach is often applied to

problems that are difficult to evaluate quantitatively, such as

hearing aid fitting and fashion design. It has been confirmed

that iGA can recommend products that suit a user’s preference

[7], and we applied this approach to product recommendation

on online shopping sites.

Fig. 1 shows the flow of product recommendation by iGA.

The user evaluates the products shown on the Web interface.

Based on the user’s evaluation, the iGA system performs the

genetic operations (i.e., evaluation, selection, crossover, and

mutation), and presents the user the evolved products again.

The presentation of products can be optimized by repeating

these operations.

B. Design Variables

To design products, the design variables should be defined

in the iGA. For example, this section focuses on T-shirt

designs. In this system, a T-shirt has various components,

such as color, pattern, shape, material, etc. One T-shirt design

is determined by the combination of these components. The

iGA can determine the optimal combination of these modules

using optimization techniques. Each candidate of the module
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Fig. 1. Flow of product recommendation by iGA

Fig. 2. Design variables in T-shirt iGA system

is converted to a number, which is called the chromosome in

iGA.

III. EXTRACTION OF DESIGN VARIABLES USING

COLLABORATIVE FILTERING FOR INTERACTIVE GENETIC

ALGORITHMS

A. Defects of iGA

In obtaining the chromosomes of actual products on shop-

ping sites, the following problems are considered.

1) The vendors must measure the values of the actual

products for each defined design variable and input

them as genes. Although there is already technology

which acquires the dominant color of products, it is

difficult to analyze products which have some patterns

and decorations. Therefore, the extraction of the proper

design variable is a human-intensive process.

2) In addition to components that can be evaluated easily,

such as color and size, there may also be those that

are difficult to quantify and whose neighborhoods are

difficult to determine. The neighborhood of the design

variables in iGA must reflect human sensibility. For

example, when people look at Pattern A and Pattern B

and think that both are alike, the distance between both

in the design variable space is close. On the other hand,

the distance is greater when Pattern C and Pattern D are

evaluated as different.

3) The developers must take the properties of design

variables into consideration when developing an iGA

system. The various differences among design vari-

ables influence implementation in addition to constraint

conditions. For example, scale, continuity, and whether

values are residue class. Therefore, if the definition of

design variables is changed by exchange of products,

complicated work becomes necessary to change the

system.

Of the above problems, the first may be the most serious in

cases where there are large numbers of products. To overcome

these problems, a technique is needed to define the design

variables automatically and compute the actual values of each

product with as little human intervention as possible. iGA is

the contents filtering based on the attribute of contents. On

the other hand, Collaborative Filtering does not reflect any

attribute of contents because of using only user’s history logs.

In this research, to generate the design variables automati-

cally for iGA, we used the relevance of the products based on

collective preference accumulated on the Web. In this paper,

the recommendation relations by Collaborative Filtering are

treated as collective knowledge, because they are easy to

extract the degree of association between goods. Specifically,

we propose a method for obtaining the adjacency matrix from

the recommendation relations among the products by Collabo-

rative Filtering, computing the genes by Principal Components

Analysis (PCA) and optimizing the product recommendation

by iGA.

B. Extraction of Design Variables using Collaborative Filter-

ing for interactive Genetic Algorithms

Collaborative Filtering is a technique for analyzing a user’s

past action record and predicting the taste of others who take

similar actions. Many shopping sites, such as Amazon, use

product recommendation algorithms based on this approach

[8].

The proposed method generates the design variable space

and chromosomes of individuals by computing the adjacency

matrix that shows the relevance of products based on the

recommendation relations of the products obtained from such

sites, and by applying principal component analysis to this

matrix. We regard a feature of which of other products

recommend a product as a chromosome of products. However,

when using this feature as a chromosome directly, the gene

length is dependent on the number of products. Therefore, we

use PCA to adjust genes to a suitable length.

C. Algorithm

The algorithm for automatic generation of the design vari-

able space by Collaborative Filtering is as follows:

1) Obtain the recommendation relations of products on

Collaborative Filtering from sites on the Web.



2) Generate the following symmetric matrix based on the

recommendation relations of products (Individual: Ind).

When Ind1 recommends Ind2, the values of Ind1,2 and

Ind2,1 are 1.













Ind1 Ind2 Ind3 . . . IndN

Ind1 1 1 1 . . . 0

Ind2 1 1 0 . . . 1

Ind3 1 0 1 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

IndN 0 1 0 . . . 1













On the other hand, these are set to 0 if there are no

recommendation relations. Each row of a matrix shows

the raw genotype of each product individual and each

column indicates the design variables of products.

3) Reduce the number of dimensions of the design variable

of product individuals by PCA.

a) Calculate the eigenvalue and eigenvector from the

matrix obtained in 2.

b) Define the number of dimensions of the design

variables, extract the eigenvectors of the defined

number in descending order of the absolute values

of the eigenvalues, and generate a rotation matrix.

c) Obtain the principal component scores as geno-

types of each product by multiplying the original

matrix by the rotation matrix.

When adding a new product, the principal component score

of the new product is calculated by the rotation matrix obtained

in 3b.

i) Generate a vector that shows the relevance of prod-

ucts by obtaining a recommendation relations be-

tween a new product and the others used when

computing the rotation matrix in the algorithm used

for automatic generation of the design variable space.

(

Ind1 Ind2 Ind3 . . . IndN

IndN+1 0 1 0 . . . 1
)

ii) The principal component score of the new product

is computed by multiplying the vector obtained in

III-C by the rotation matrix, and it is considered the

gene of the new product.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we investigated the space generated by the

proposed method from Collaborative Filtering and discussed

the results.

A. Overview of the Experimental System

A system that implements the proposed method was devel-

oped for the preliminary experiment. The requirements for the

system ware as follows:

1) Ability to acquire the recommendation relations based

on Collaborative Filtering

2) Ability to determine appropriate gene length

The recommendation relations of products can be acquired

in 1 from Amazon Web Service (AWS) 2, which provides

access to Amazon’s product database and technical platform.

For example, it is possible to obtain the details of a certain

book, i.e., title, authors, publisher, price, user reviews, etc.

By implementing this service, this system obtains the list of

other books recommended by a given book, and generates an

adjacency matrix based on the recommendation relations based

on Collaborative Filtering [8].

The details of the preliminary experiment are described in

IV-B. In IV-C, we showed the results that we investigated the

feature of the design variable space obtained by the proposed

method.

B. Preliminary Experiment for Dimension Number

[The Goal of This Experiment]

In this preliminary experiment, the appropriate gene length to

reduce the dimensions of the design variable space is derived.

[The Experiment Procedures]

The suitable gene length is defined as the number of eigen-

values when the contribution ratio calculated by principal

component analysis is added to the cumulative contribution in

descending order and exceeds 0.6. The definition is based on

standard principal component analysis determining the number

of dimensions by the cumulative contribution. Although var-

ious values are regarded as suitable cumulative contribution,

we selected a value of 0.6.

Based on the above definition, the experiment was per-

formed using the following procedures:

1) Search books from a category and a keyword, and sets

the top result to the target product.

2) Obtain 10 products recommended by the target product.

3) Add the obtained products to the queue of target prod-

ucts.

4) The product at the head of the queue is set to the

next target product, and the operations from 2 to 4 are

repeated until the number of the products getting the

recommendation relations exceeds the defined number.

5) Generate an adjacency matrix from the recommendation

relations, and compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors by

using principal component analysis.

2http://developer.amazonwebservices.com/



6) Calculate the cumulative contribution by adding contri-

bution ratio in descending order.

The preliminary experiment was performed under the con-

ditions shown in TABLE I.

[The Experimental Result]

TABLE II shows the list of the contribution ratios and cu-

mulative contributions in descending order. This experimental

result indicated that the appropriate number of dimensions was

seven. Therefore, this number was used in all the experiments

conducted on the same scale.

C. The Preliminary Experiments for Design Variable Space

[The Goal of This Experiment]

The experiment objective was to investigate the feature of

the obtained design variable space based on Collaborative

Filtering and probe about the requirements on implementing

this space in an iGA system.

[The Experiment Procedures]

The preliminary experiment in IV-B showed that the suitable

number of dimensions was seven. However, to visualize the

design variable space, we contracted the design variable space

to two dimensions by the proposed method.

[The Experimet Result]

Fig. 3 shows the two-dimensional design variable space.

This experiment was performed under the conditions shown

in TABLE I. A book was expressed as a point based on the

values of the gene.

The distribution of books and authors shows relevance in

Fig. 3. Some authors were distributed over a specific part of

the graph.

[The Discussion]

In Fig. 3 shows the design variable space that was generated.

In this space, the books of the same author are gathered in the

same area. It may happen that many users tend to buy the same

author’s books. Thus, Collaborative Filtering recommends the

products to other users who bought the same products. From

this way, when there are many users who buy the same author’s

books, these books are tend to be recommended.

In this distribution, while two authors, Kyogoku and

Hatanaka, are near to Miyabe, they are distant mutually.

Moreover, although Kogetsu overlaps with Kyogoku, he is far

from Miyabe. Therefore, it is thought that the neighborhood of

the author in the design variable space can be obtained from

Fig. 3.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

Search Keyword Search Category The number of the products

Miyuki Miyabe Books 100

Fig. 3. Results with reduction of the dimension of the design variable space
to two

The element which a user thought as important when the

user purchased products appears strongly in the recommen-

dation based on Collaborative Filtering. We could obtain the

neighborhood of elements such as author. It is necessary to

confirm the validity of neighborhood and the tendency in other

genres.

In this distribution, Kyogoku and Hatanaka were distinct

each other. Therefore, if conventional iGAs search, iGA cannot

recommend suitable books to the users who like both of au-

thors. In this case, we think users have multimodal preference.

To search the users’ multimodal preference, the preference

area needs to be divided as shown in Fig.5. In each are, the

search should be performed.

For this search, we have proposed the method in which new

individuals are generated by clustering [9]. Firstly, products are

clustered into sub groups. Secondly, In each sub group, the

minimum and maximum values of the included individual of

each design variable are obtained. Finally, new individuals are

TABLE II
THE CONTRIBUTION RATIOS AND CUMULATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

dimension contribution ratio cumulative contribution

1 1.41962827 0.18965670

2 0.81778887 0.29891004

3 0.68218989 0.39004790

4 0.51423215 0.45874727

5 0.49074888 0.52430937

6 0.43704136 0.58269636

7 0.34048466 0.62818376

8 0.31997330 0.67093092

9 0.23922675 0.70289067

10 0.17271718 0.72596499
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Fig. 4. The design variable space divided into four areas

generated within the super-cube based on the derived values.

D. The Subjective Experiment

[The Goal of This Experiment]

In this experiment, we checked the variable space generated

by the proposed method was similar to the user’s mental design

variables space.

We compared two individuals which are close in the derived

space and checked that users feel these two individuals are

really close in their subject.

[The Experiment Procedures]

We generated the design variable spaces according to the

procedure of IV-B. Three keywords were prepared as shown

in TABLE III.

The top product of search result in 1 of IV-B is called a

route individual. The recommendation relations of the products

which generate design variable space are based on this route

individual. The Euclidean distances of the route individual

and other individuals were calculated, and they were arranged

in ascending order. The distance of the route individual and

the furthest individual was divided into plurality, and the

individual group with each distance was determined as the

individual group of Area1, Area2 and so on from the direction

near a route individual. The example which divided two-

dimensional design variable space into four areas was shown

in Fig. 4.

The subjects judged which two individuals chosen from

different areas at random was more similar with the route

TABLE III
PARAMETERS FOR THE EXPERIMENT

Dataset Search Keyword Search Category The number of products

1 Harry Potter Books 100

2 Economy Books 100

3 Programming Books 100

individual. The followings are the question given to the subject

and five choices of a reply. A and B means the product

individuals chosen at random from different area.

Question: Which products of A and B do you think that

the route individual is more similar with?

Answer1: ”A” is more similar with the route individual

than ”B”.

Answer2: It seems that ”A” is rather alike the route

individual than ”B”.

Answer3: Either.

Answer4: It seems that ”B” is rather alike the route

individual than ”A”.

Answer5: ”B” is more similar with the route individual

than ”A”.

The number of subjects was eight. There were seven men

and there was a woman. An order of the combination of

the area and the order of individuals presented at random

maintains counterbalance.

[The Experimental Result]

TABLE IV shows the result of the experiment. In TABLE

IV, the individual with the shorter Euclidean distance from the

route individual is set to the A side. The subjects answered

the question shown in IV-D about all the combination of areas,

and the averages of all the subjects were taken. If the average

value is closer to one, it means that more subjects had judged

that A is more similar with the route individual than B.

[Discussion]

TABLE IV
AVERAGE OF THE SUBJECTS’ ANSWER

Dataset A B average

1 2 1.125

1 3 2.750

1 1 4 2.000

2 3 3.875

2 4 4.375

3 4 2.375

1 2 2.125

1 3 1.000

2 1 4 1.625

2 3 2.000

2 4 2.625

3 4 4.500

1 2 2.375

1 3 1.500

3 1 4 1.750

2 3 2.375

2 4 2.750

3 4 3.500



The average of all the data (144 set) is 2.479166667. We tested

the hypothesis that the average is 3 by the one-sided testing.

The significance level was 0.01. In this result, the rejection

region was given as µ < 2.53972996, so this hypothesis

is rejected significantly. Therefore, the result was obtained

significantly that the design variable space generated by the

proposed method is similar with the users’ mental design

variable space. However, the average of Area2 of Dataset1 and

Area4 of Dataset2 is not so good. The cause is considered as

following:

• Product individuals other than books, such as DVD,

exist near the route individual DVD was selected as an

individual of the Area2 in Dataset1.

DVD, CD record, etc. are contained in the recommenda-

tion products of books in Amazon. The interview showed

that DVD tends to give the users the impression that

DVD is not similar to a route individual because most

of individuals presented to the users are books.

• The distance from the route individual is near.

Here, the data set is created by linking the recommenda-

tion relations from the route individual until the number

of products exceeds 100. By obtaining the recommen-

dation products of ten from one product, the number of

goods increases exponentially in proportion to the recom-

mendation distance from a route individual. Therefore,

in these data sets, the products which had only four

recommendation links from a route individual could be

obtained. Some user also commented that it was difficult

to feel the difference among the presented products.

• The number of dimensions

Here, we asked for the number of dimension in the Pre-

liminary Experiment. However, it is necessary to examine

a number of data to reference and to examine much data.

We considered that the negative result about IV-D was

caused by the expression of the question: ”whether it is similar

or not”. When the users actually use iGA system, they evaluate

products on the basis of their taste: ”whether you like or

not”or ”whether you want to buy or not”, so we thought

this problem was not important.About IV-D, we need to treat

not only 100 but 1000 or more products in generating the

design variable space in order toget the product individuals

which have longer distances of the recommendation relations

from a route individual. Moreover, the same experiment as this

needed to be performed in the recommendation distance from

a route individual. In a subjective experiment, it is necessary

to confirm that products are similar in a user’s sensitivity if

recommendation distances from the route individual are short.

The suitable number of dimensions should be examined based

on the experimental result.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this research, iGA was applied to product recommen-

dation on shopping sites. One of the most difficult points

in construction of a product recommendation system using

iGA is to define the design variables of products appropri-

ately. In this paper, we proposed a method of generating the

design variable space automatically using the information on

shopping sites. The proposed method obtains an adjacency

matrix from the recommendation relation of products based on

Collaborative Filtering, and generates genes of each product by

principal component analysis. When treating many products,

this method is thought to be able to reduce the cost of defining

the design variable space and measuring the values of the

genes of products.

Here, we used the recommendation relations of the products

based on Collaborative Filtering. The data of Collaborative

Filtering can be transformed easily to a matrix. We consider

it possible to analyze text data, such as product descriptions,

to obtain the relevance rate of products and implement it in

generation of the design variable space.

In order to examine whether the design variable space

generated by the proposed method was similar to the user’s

mental design variables space, we performed the experiment

with the subjects. The experiment results showed that the both

of design variable spaces were similar significantly.

In the future work, it is necessary to perform a subjective

experiment in order to confirm the similarity of the recom-

mendation relation of the individual before generating design

variable space and a user’s mental design variable space.

Moreover, the user’s preferences are considered by product

recommendation using iGA, although Collaborative Filtering

recommends products with high relevance among items or

users. Therefore, further development of product recommenda-

tion systems that use iGA or Collaborative Filtering is required

to determine which algorithm shows better performance in

recommending a user’s favored products.
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